
My mother is recognized by a short ugly old man living in a small house in the country. He claims to remember her when she was little. My mother is shy and has her mouth covered with a scarf. He doesn’t even introduce himself to me and I understand his perverted intentions.

I ask my new neighbour if he can take me down to the wood storage. He is going to bed with his wife but he anyway gets out. He just wears a pyjama and starts running bare feet down the muddy road. He is very tall and athletic and I try to catch up with him.

I am brought to an old warehouse where a guy is selling his old shoes. I need a pair to run and he has three different models. Two of them are black and quite modern but I pick the cheapest one. I then show it to a friend and he finds a hole. They all smell very bad.

My colleague has designed a program for the students where they can train different things at once. I try the music software and enter many random numbers to generate a base. I then try the three dimensional one. There is the earth but I can’t rotate without the right plug-in.

An Asian classmate and I are seating close by. She puts her hand on my leg. We move to a smaller room where fluid iron is erecting like a worm. I get close to her to hug and make out.

I kneel down and wait for my Asian assistant to go through the entrance. He gambles over me. I run inside the dormitory before he revenges. I think of hiding in our room but get in a much smaller one.

On a field a group of people has already started a yoga section. I also start with mine but at a different time. The leader suddenly performs a primitive dance. She has a bone on her head and shakes compulsively. She then simulates the attack of a soldier with a sword on top of a cliff.

We are looking around in a children store and meet with a neighbour. We were supposed to have our children playing together but we didn’t do it. I try telling him not to get angry.

I am walking up the main road to the mountains and stop by a group of guys. My friends also arrive with their big car. They throw me the pair of shoes I have dropped and get one of the guys to beat him. They say it was his fault.

I am walking around a very old town and get to a square where some guys are hitting balloons in the air. I also hit one up and they get angry. I run away on a lateral road inside a corridor but they catch me anyway and have to keep on running.

I take a seat at the end of a long table on the left side of my boss. The food is served and all of my colleagues seating on the other side get a cheap dish. I get an expensive one as my boss and all the other seniors did.

At the conference we are asked about the weather in a northern town. I get sarcastic saying that it is just one degree more than here. We then look at the melting artic. My colleague says that no flowers will want to reproduce which such a climate and not even humans.

It is a beautiful day and I drive to in an untouched forest by a frozen lake. I leave my car on the side of the road and climb the many branches of a tree. Right inside the dark forest I see a parking and some small condos constructed with metal plates.

My son needs to go to the bathroom and I send him to his mother who is already using one. I get suddenly worry and start looking for them but they are not in the room bathroom. I get out in the corridor and scream her name and finally find them in another bathroom.

I am talking to a dying gangster who his passing to me his possessions after he was repudiated by his nephew. He gets his old lady there and starts touching her in between her legs. She then gets behind him and pretend to fuck him in the ass as he can’t get a hard on.

In a book I read of a girl getting very horny during her sleep. She lies on a hospital bed and the elder patients come around to assist her. An old lady decides that someone needs to fuck her. An old man gets his pants down and gets on her.

My father drives his big jeep to show it to a guy selling old wretches. The later is really amazed and showed us a small camper he just got. It is very old and the interiors are painted white. My father likes it and asks me if we should buy it but I don’t want it.

I am in the school reception booking some projectors. I get back to my students carrying a plastic tray with glasses. It is too flexible and I spill the juice on the way. I just manage to hold one glass with my free hand and keep it for me while I offer the half empty ones to my students.

We are in a disco back in my own country and my small son gets to dance with bigger girls. He seems very comfortable even though he doesn’t know them and can’t speak their language. When it is time to go I find him seated upstairs while he is being fed by a girl’s hands.

A northern mountain has a very high and steep peak and it is covered with snow. I watch it from below and notice that people have actually been walking to the top. I get there on my sky and pass in front of a group of other skiers showing them how to climb up skating.

The weather forecast shows that the coast of two big islands will be finally covered with snow. The turbulence will then continue towards our peninsula. They show photos of the boats in the capitol still uncovered by the snow and floating on an unfrozen sea.

The students are presenting their work to the director. Our group has made an electric circuit that runs off a dead flower. The director doesn’t like it and wants to move forward but I tell him that it could also reanimate a creature. He then likes it. Students start leaving the room.

A colleague tells me that since he will be busy later doing other things he has made a new program for my project. It can zoom in and out and has many other features. The code is very long and there is a part from another author that can’t be touched.

I am in the kitchen putting some grapes in the fridge and telling my sister about our natural father I just met working in the grocery. My mother gets in and I stop talking. My son is actually with my father’s brother who is singing a depressing song while eating tobacco.

My mother is driving to my grandparent’s old house in the mountains. My other grandparents are seating in the back. Grandpa gets really angry with grandma saying that she didn’t let him talk not even at New Year’s Eve. He is old red and senile.

We are in an island and my father proposes that we all go rollerblading. I am actually afraid of going downhill since I don’t know how to brake. I would rather bike but they assure me that it is all flat.

My mother and I stop at a small grocery and ask for another grocery. We get there and I have my mother to buy a local newspaper from the South. I look in it and find many pictures of naked models.

It is a snowing day and my cousin and his girlfriend comes by my parents’ house. I ask them if they wish to stop and go out with us but he wants to move forward. They pass by me and I let her pass but the path is too narrow and we touch.

I am at a restaurant with my cousins. One of them is already engaged with a girl and the other wonder if they can also have her. I tell them to get with my sisters instead if they don’t want to turn into monkeys.

My colleagues are talking about a famous designer. I understand who they talk about and he actually arrives. I show him a video of my project where a ball is running around during a party. I try to click on it but nothing happen. It is because the video interacts just with objects I use.

My son and I are flying over some high mountains. We pass over one and I show him how deep the forest gets. He gets afraid and I hold him tight while we ascend another one looking for the bear in the cave.

I am walking up a path built in the high snow. In front of me are the woman and the mother in law of a man walking behind me. I walk faster and try to catch up with them. I reach a staircase going over the top. It shows the ice at the highest altitude but doesn’t take me anywhere.

We get on top of a glacier and decide to get our skies on and descend down to a resort. I have my son on my back bag and my speed increases. I am the first one to reach the bottom but can’t stop and go through a queue of skiers. I turn up on another slope to be able to stop.

My girlfriend and I get out of the train but find no station. We ask an old lady and she tells us to take a bus. She points it out and I actually see the station in the distance. It is not far and we start walking there instead.

A Nordic girl is on the phone speaking her language. A Central American guy doesn’t understand a word of what she is saying. Another Central American guy from a smaller country claims that his language has a lot in common with hers.

My girlfriend is helped by her father to climb on top of the barn where we should spend the night and make love. I am in the house talking to her boyfriend and joking about the field of black potatoes they are going to visit. As I get to her she is hidden under a bed and I lay on her side.

A Japanese mate and I laugh at a girl reading a Chinese text. She points out our names which sounds the same. We keep silent and I play a keyboard broken in two after he jumped on it. The teacher wants to try it to hear if it is me making noise but my mate accuses himself.

In a hotel room are three very fat girls waiting for me to fuck them. My girlfriend is also waiting for me outside. I pack some towels in my bags to join her out. The first of the girls gets sad since she also had her sexy panties on. She also starts packing them.

The boss of a studio just left work and I wonder if she sent me an e-mail. The secretary has actually access to my account and she searches for it but just find old ones. I actually find a strange file on the desktop. I open it and print it but the photos take up the entire page.

A lady and her son find a homeless in the desert. He suggests them to come on his canoe. As he paddles across the sea to the artic mountains she enjoys the water and fells in love with him.

A woman and a man leave their tourist resort and drive around a tropical island. The land is very dried and the trees are burnt around the recently ploughed fields. They pass by a pruned vineyard and reach the shop of a man selling products from their own country.

A student shows his newly built sculpture. It is a metal construction with different paddles. He makes one turn showing how smoothly it works. Other smaller parts are activated. They are all pieces sawed from a dismantled old bike.

I am on a small dance floor talking to a girl. She tells me how the art professor was drunk and got to dance. He was brought out after having danced like a pervert in front of her. I tell her that she could have wiped him with a rose.

Video footages from various TV series are projected on the wall. I realize that the VJ has been working all night and I haven’t yet presented him. I get close to him to do so but he is really exhausted and wants to go home.

My Japanese assistant and I are looking at a map of his country. I show him a remote village in the mountains where I want to go get a girl. He says that I can easily get one from there but I shouldn’t dare to go up any mountains since they are really windy.

I bike out of the neighbourhood up a small and dark road. I get to another neighbourhood and meet with a friend. I explain to him that I came all the way to rent a film since our video store is too small and expensive. He takes me in a bar instead to drink up my last money.

I am leaving a beautiful girl and manage to kiss her. I promise her that I will come to visit by train and reach my parents downstairs to get on their car. My sister has vomited all the lunch she ate and everyone is on the ground cleaning. I regret to have left the girl so early.

I walk on the small side of an ancient palace and get to the front. It is very long as it has been stretched. The architecture wanted it to be constructed with stones but they used cheap and old bricks instead. Some of them are visible in the entrance where the yellow paint has fallen.

My girlfriend and I get in a small grocery store in the country. It is quite empty and she refuses to buy anything. I then show her how it used to be many years ago when it was a barber shop and it was prospering.

I get in a table discussion and one of the teachers announces me as an official guest. I get my notebook out and seat in front of a colleague who is angry at me. She starts talking and I realize that she is just a student.

The school director takes us out on a square to look at a student’s work. On the side there is a short obelisk of purple metal while the floor has concentric stripes alternately coloured brown and white. I look for the centre but there seems to be many round dots.

I am at the table with one of my girlfriend’s friends and her cute friend. I ask the later where she leaves thinking that her condo is right out of my window. She actually leaves behind it and tells me that she can look at the football games from her window and scream as she likes.

I walk an old friend and his old girlfriend through an empty corridor. She is sad and doesn’t want to continue. He has left her for a cool job back home. As we get in a room and he shows it to me on his new laptop I notice her big belly and small tits dark like that of a gorilla.

My father and I should go skiing but it is already dark and I look with my friends out of the window. One of them says that anyway tomorrow will be raining. I notice just one single star in the black sky. Some of them are going home and we decide to meet for lunch.

In a lake some young people are already bathing. I also get in and start swimming along the beach but it soon ends into the sea. I follow the others crossing a shore and then think I might as well keep on swimming around it. I leave my stuff down and jump again in the water.

Two girls take me into a wretch boat where they are working on an experiment. One of them seems very horny about me. The try some electrodes in the head of a red hair guy and when it is my turn the horny one wears a shirt with a cut showing one of her bubs.

I am holding a screen that needs to be waved in order to be activated. A beautiful image of an exotic country is shown. I get it in front of the spectators but they are all watching on a big projection. I keep waving and the image change to another beautiful landscape.

A group of naked Asian prostitutes are waiting for their clients. A group of Asian men is let in the brothel and they all pair with them except one that is left without. The latter goes around trying to interfere with those already fucking but he is rejected. A couple comes already.

I am in the kitchen browsing around my webpage. I get to the lyrics section and have one playing. My parents’ friends get attracted by the sound and I show them the interface. It shows an image of a big vagina wet with sperm. I click on it to get to the actual playing list.

I am in the metro when we are told that our tickets will be checked in the next station. A guy gets ready to jump off. The train stops and he manages out while I am blocked by a big guy in bourgeois. I show him a ticket but it has expired. I then look for the valid one.

I am down South and it is a sunny day. I start climbing up a hill and get to a terrace of bushes. I go in between them where they have been removed and the terrain is soft. There are some chopped trees and I think of using them for fire although the landowner wants them to rotten.

The metro gets to a stop and the doors opens. I then see two friends waiting in front of me. One of them recognizes me while the other gets in the other door and seat close to a guy who I barely know. I try waving at him but it is this last guy who replies and not my friend.

My parents in law are driving us to their country house playing a melody that doesn’t bother me. We arrive and I find that my father in law has taken all of my wood in a container although I told him not to. I think of scolding him but a guest is coming and I write her name using pins.

I am having dinner with my relatives and ask my cousin how he can go skiing without snow. He tells me that he dropped skiing and has started fencing. His mother tells us that he was whipped with the sword in the hand and it got really swollen.

I am on an airplane suddenly landing in a tropical airport to refill. Everyone gets down but I stay with the pilot who closes the wings and goes through a gate to pay. I get myself out of a hole in the front to film. My sister and father are afraid that I would make the plane flip over.

On the opposite side of an island my girlfriends’ relatives own a land. I think how nice it would be to live there in a small and flat fort on top of the property. I get inside and find the interiors very old. Rats have shitted down the wooden floor. I hit the ground to scare them away.

I have my girlfriend and my son to walk up to my mountain village. The day is clear and I ask her if she remembers the high mountains where we have previously walked. They are all white with snow and behind them are the highest one darkened by black clouds.

I am at one of my colleagues’ home. He has a ceramic stove and I tell him that we also have ceramic stoves in our apartment. His one doesn’t function. He gives me a medical certificate to sign. I try to photograph while I do it but the pen doesn’t really work.

My girlfriend is in my parents’ bedroom calculating our debts. My part is much lower than hers. We need to pay as soon possible but I still haven’t got my salary to fill the difference. She has some other cash I could borrow and I do also have some.

I am with an art critic who has just kicked a big insect on the wall close to another mark that I have also been making. The smashed insect is supposed to shine but it doesn’t. I wonder how the other critic who landed it to us will react.

My old director calls another college to proof how much they want me back. He also wonders who moved a pile of book from my desk. I remember that it was me packing them. They were about a special philosopher that my other colleague should have researched on.

I am having a soup in a cafeteria with my sister’s friends. One of them is so short that cannot reach the table. Another short guy picks on the first one who tells that she might as well get best feed from him.

I take a pee in the toilette of my parents’ old house. I remember that I can see the mountains and look out of the window but find the sky all grey. I look down at the neighbour’s garden where he has placed a car seat as a swinging sofa.

My family and I are in an ugly neighbourhood of a Southern city. The sun is very strong and we are lying down on the cemented ground. My best friend’s mother comes out to stay by my son and make him happy but I feel we should go inside before we get sun burnt.

The brother of a civilized woman owns half of her farm. He kept on being a farmer and drives his old tractor out of a very massy garage. I observe how brutal he is while trying to fix it. He has a very dirty shirt with a big belly sticking out.

I should meet my colleague who is going shopping after work. He sends me a picture of the mall where he is. I also think of sending him a photo I took of myself while walking by a shoe store of another mall. I decide not to do to avoid confusion.

I am walking through the city downtown and reach a central fountain. On the shallow water lighted blue there is a smooth stone sculpture. Its various body pieces are spread around it. I walk by a sequence of a female breast that progressively shrinks up.

I give my colleague half of the cash we need to buy a new car. He thinks that they are not enough and I propose to get a used one. Our boss told us to use it for building a sculpture in the school garden. I think of having it lifted perpendicularly but he thinks it differently.

A mother is in the kitchen painting her daughter wedding dress with silver. She doesn’t have enough paint and collects her silver candle holders on the stove to melt them. As new colour is made she starts painting the cheap back of a drawer instead.

I walk in a Southern land with another guy and get in the garden of an old villa. There are some small trees with the leaves that are white and crispy as rice paper. By a big cypress is the owner who tells us that all kind of trees with all kind of fruit can grow in her land.

I am on an ancient and narrow bridge on the hills. I look at the sky and notice a ray of light. A jet suddenly passes over me and turns down below as to say hi. I get my video camera out and manage to film a second jet passing over me and back.

A poor family leaves in an old attic. The old brother is awake and looks out of the window finding that the rich lady in front is in her garden abusing her fat sister who is sleeping. His sleepless eyes are deeply marked. He understood that all have them have gone though the same.

The class is taught by a young philosopher with whom I have argued. I avoid his eyes and seat in front of a computer thinking to do my own work. He starts telling a story of some very old submarines from my own country landing on a ramp under the sea before getting bombed.

I get to seat on the floor by some girls. I read a book and think whether they are impressed by my new pants. My mother face sticks out in the front rows of the bus. I look at her and she recognizes me. She is very beautiful and I wonder if the girls can see that.

A man parks his white new car outside a bakery and gets inside with his relatives. The baker thinks of poisoning him because of his car. He serves him a bread slice that has a very strange purple colour.

I am walking a metal corridor up to a mountain. The winter is also going away and the snow has melted. As I get higher a snow storm comes and the staircase gets very slippery. I think I could go back and come later in the spring but continue climbing anyway.

I am in the kitchen with my old director. As he is telling me that I could be teaching some PHD students from Australia I order some coloured pencils on a surface. He tells me that if those students arrive I will get more pencils. I then think of a construction to keep them aligned.

I am in the bathroom washing when I hear that some of my colleagues are in the kitchen. I get out and find that they are eating up my old leftovers from the fridge. I hurry inside to also get some to eat.

My old director is in the dark living room looking at some of old photos of me. He shows me one where I stand by a big apple tree. I am wearing a computer inside a small bag behind my neck.

I get back to a small apartment and find that my girlfriend has left me. I run out looking for her. She is on a boat leaving with my boss. I get up to convince her to get back but she doesn’t want to. I then pull her back teeth and they all come out.

I tell a manager that I can make it to just half of our meeting but I will bring him a type of code to show him how it looks. My girlfriend is out working on some old closets. The interior of one is wallpapered with such a code. I reap it off and put it in my booklet that is inside my pants.

In a parking lot a Central American small man swears at me. He gets in his North American car with his women and starts driving out. I want an explanation and step on their way. He wants to run over me. I get behind another car to protect myself.

I hold a man tight and get in a woman’s house. She calls the police to get him. Her kid is also misbehaving and I almost slap him in the face. The police arrive and the man turns out to be my small son. We want to forgive our kids but two policemen are already inspecting the house.

A black woman is on the porch of her very old wooden house. As she is lifting a sawed dead tree with her hand she tells about the day when she bought it. She almost couldn’t get in to look at it. The floors were all shaking being filled with pieces of metal signs.

The older kids of my son’s kindergarten are gathered around a barbeque where many hotdogs are been roasted. The director says that no small kids are allowed. My son is all alone but then his mother come and he runs to hug her.

I am a small man performing in front of a small public. I get out a red lollypop with the shape of a heart and place it on my head. I make it disappear inside and make it appear again out of my hands.

I am with my old director visiting my students’ exhibition. I see that my new director is inside the printing room. I get inside and introduce each other. The first is very grateful that the second has taken over his idea.

My uncle is in my living room having lunch with a rich couple. My aunt leaves and he tells them how her parents stopped making love and her mother suddenly moved to another bedroom saying that it was because of the noise. I keep listening while taking a shower there in the room.

I am about to go swim in the sea with my son. Our underwater instructor is still in a small cabin getting changed. We are about to go by ourselves when he gets out with his flippers on walking backward and tells us to wait some more.

I pour my son some milk on his cup. There is a little green thing but I let him drink it anyway. I then pour some for me and my girlfriend. There are plenty more greenish things and she realizes they are bacteria. We throw our milk and think how is now going to affect our kid.


